
Luisa Possesses the Seed of Fecundity 
Luisa is in the Water of the Sea of the Divine Will 

 

 
 

V18 – 2.21.26 - “My daughter, little Newborn of My Will, You Must Know that one who is 
Born in My Will can also be a mother, by giving Birth to many Children for My Supreme 
Volition.  In order to be mother, it is Necessary to have sufficient matter in one’s own 
interior, so as to be able to form, with one’s own blood, with one’s own flesh and with 
continuous Nourishment, the Birth which one wants to give to the Light.  If there is no Seed 
and not enough Matter, it is useless to hope to become a mother.  Now, since you have been 
Born in My Will, in you there is the Seed of Fecundity, and there is also the fully sufficient 
Matter of all the Manifestations I have made to you on My Will.  It can be said that each 
Knowledge I have given you can give Birth to a Child for My Will.  Your continuous Acts in 
My Will are abundant Nourishment in order to First Form these Children of Heaven within 
yourself, and then Deliver them as Triumph, Honor, Glory and Crown of My Will, and as 
Perennial Joy of the mother who Delivered them.  See, then, what each additional 
Manifestation means - it is one more Birth that My Will Delivers, it is a Divine Life that goes 
out for the Good of creatures, it is to debilitate the strengths of the human will in order to 
Establish in it the Fortress of the Divine Will.  How Attentive, then, you Must be not to 
disperse anything, even from the smallest Manifestations I make to you, because you would 
deprive Me of the Honor of having one more Child, which can Narrate to all one more Good 
about My Will in order to give it to creatures, that they might Love It more and let 
themselves be subdued by the Power of My Supreme Volition.” 

Then, I don’t know how, I felt the usual fear that I might, even just slightly, go out of 
the Most Holy Will.  And my always Lovable Jesus came back again, and, all Love, told me:  
“My daughter, why do you fear?  Listen:  when you worry and afflict yourself for fear that 
you might go out of My Will, I laugh to Myself and I make it a Joke for you, because I Know 



that the Water of the Sea of My Will that surrounds you is so much, that you would not be 
able to find its Boundaries in order to get out.  Wherever you wanted to turn your step – to 
the right, to the left, to the front or to the back – you would be walking, yes, but always inside 
the Water of the Sea of My Will.  And you yourself have formed this Water with the many 
Acts you have done in It; in fact, since My Will is Endless, by doing your Acts in It, you have 
formed a Sea around yourself from which you cannot go out.  So, each Act you do comes to 
form New Water to Expand even more the Sea of the Supreme Will, inside and outside of 
you.  Your very fears that you might go out of the Origin in which you were Born, are Waves 
that you form, which, in agitating you, plunge you more deeply into the Abyss of the Sea of 
My Will.  This is why I do not reproach you – because I Know where you are, and how you 
are.  Rather, I Call your attention to Live in Peace in My Will, or I give you a Surprise by 
telling you more Surprising Things on the Eternal Volition, in such a way that, Surprised, 
you forget about everything, including your fears, and with Peace you Navigate the Sea of 
My Will.  And I, Divine Helmsman, Delight in Guiding the one who Lives in Our Supreme 
Will, and is all for It.” 

May everything be for the Glory of God and to my confusion, as I am the most 
miserable of all creatures. 

FIAT!!! 
 


